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Project Concept Paper 

 

1. Project Title…Capacity Building for Ethnic political Parties 

 

2. Project Background  

 

 The Nationalities Brotherhood Federation (NBF) is made up of seven ethnic 

political parties from Chin, Karen, Mon, Rakhine, Shan, and Kayan groups, 

which contested in the 2010 elections and won a number of seats across the 

three tiers of Parliament. 

 It is to enhance “federal spirit” of the Union and dedicated to “democratic 

principles”.It aims to perform “ethnic political party consultation” and “capacity 

building for ethnic political parties”. 

 Experiences from 2011 NBF showed that holding Nationalities Brotherhood 

Federation created a genuine dialogue among ethnic parties in Myanmar. It 

contributed to improving trust building and developing cooperation among those 

parties. It finally would result in reinforcing federal spirit among ethnic people 

in Myanmar. Importantly, the Federation stands as one democratic force in 

Myanmar politics. Now we are 15 Ethnic political parties. 

 2015 Election more Women to become MPs. 

 

3. Project Location …Yangon 

 (Participants from Kachin State, Karen State,Mon State,Kayah State,Rakhine 

state,Chin state,Shan State.) 

4. Project Duration (Tentative):    Six (6) month(s)     

 

5. Project Implementing Organization 

 

 Name of the Organization :Nationalities brotherhood Federation 

 Address: Lanmadaw plaza, 04/05(9 floor)Lanmadaw Tsp, Yangon.Myanmar 

 Contact Person/ Title:   

 Chin Chin ( Director) Nationalities Brotherhood Federation 

Tel: +95 92450583           Fax:   -  Email: chinchinhc@gmail.com 
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6. Project Beneficiary:  

Ethnic minority political parties Women, MPs and political Parties leaders. 

7. Project Description 

 I am currently working for Nationalities Brotherhood Federation (NBF) as a Director 

from this year. This NBF was formed by seven Ethnic political parties in 2010. NBF 

conduct regular meeting once in two months and Secretary group of parities have 

meeting on every Saturday. As a director, I arrange Capacity building for Women and 

civic Education, Voter Education and legislation work shop. Requirements and in 

charge of cooperation with Ethnic Civil Societies. 

 

7.1 Project Objective  

Nationalities Brotherhood Federation created a genuine dialogue among ethnic parties 

in Myanmar. It contributed to improving trust building and developing cooperation 

among those parties. It finally would result in reinforcing federal spirit among ethnic 

people Federal Union in Myanmar. Importantly, the Federation stands as one democratic 

force in Federal Union Myanmar politics and to become more politician women. 

 

7.2 Project Outputs  

 This workshop is focus on Legislation to protect ethnic rights and we invited to 

who is lawyer expert politician, to lead the workshop. Firstly, presented 

international law, legislation for ethnic rights, some good examples according to 

his experiences.  

 Discussed on political rights for ethnics, such as prime minister for state level 

should be chosen by President from central government. But it should be chosen 

by state level and they got more points that ethnic minorities should get equal 

rights Groups discussed actively on their topics and group four specially 

discussed on culture, literature, health and education of ethnic minorities. In this 

workshop, each party leader can share their opinions about ethnic rights for 

themselves and can make friendship stronger between ethnic parties that one 

group can understand about the condition of the other group.  

 Many people including women have less knowledge on Democracy and 

Citizenship so that there are many problems in transition period. Should be train 

and promote their skill. 
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7.3 Project Activities 

. 1. Civic Education, 

2. Work shop on Legislation protect to Ethnic Right. 

  

8. Proposed Budget and Input  

 

 

8.1. Input from the Government of the Host Country  

 

8.2 Input from the Government of the Donor    

 

 

Estimated Budget for Work Shop ( November 2013-April 2014) 

     S r  

No 
Description of Expenses Kyat X.rate USD 

1 Legislation Work shop (2 times*30 persons) 8,000,000 950 8400 

2 Voter Education Work Shop(2 times*30 persons) 8,000,000 950 8400 

2 Civic Education Work Shop (2*30 persons) 8,000,000 950 8400 

  Total     24,000,000   950      25200 

 

 

 

        Submitted By; 

 

       

      Chin Chin 

      Director 

      Nationalities Brotherhood Federation
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